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R ELATIONAL MEASURES OF TIMBRE RESEARCH
comprise two popular paradigms: dissimilarity rating and verbal description. The most popular approach for the study of timbre perception has been the application of multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques to dissimilarity matrices obtained by pairwise dissimilarity ratings of sound stimuli. MDS creates a geometrical configuration of the timbres under study called timbre space, which has been used for identification of the salient perceptual dimensions. Plomp (1970) was the first to make use of this approach which has since been adopted by a plethora of researchers (e.g., Caclin, McAdams, Smith, & Winsberg, 2005; Grey, 1977; Iverson & Krumhansl, 1993; McAdams, Winsberg, Donnadieu, Soete, & Krimphoff, 1995) .
The verbal description of sound quality and its association with the physical properties of sound has also intrigued researchers for a long time. Helmholtz (1877 Helmholtz ( / 1954 has made one of the first systematic attempts to associate semantic attributes with acoustic characteristics, and Lichte (1941) has broken down the timbre of complex tones into three independent semantic components, namely, brightness, roughness, and fullness. Efficient as MDS analysis may be for the identification of timbral perceptual dimensions, it is incapable of applying labels to them. The labeling of the dimensions in such cases often comes as a result of some speculative interpretation. However, applying an accurate semantic label to a perceptual dimension is highly desirable for intuitive human computer interaction applications on sound processing and synthesis.
When the major objective is to investigate verbal description of musical timbre, then methods like the semantic differential (e.g., von Bismarck, 1974; Lichte, 1941) and its variant called verbal attribute magnitude estimation (VAME; e.g., Kendall & Carterette, 1993a , 1993b are usually employed instead of MDS. Both methods require the rating of perceptual objects along semantic scales. Carterette (1993a, 1993b) and Kendall, Carterette, and Hajda (1999) attempted to exploit a combination of pairwise dissimilarity and verbal attribute ratings for isolated and dyad timbres. The timbre spaces that resulted from these two approaches were compared but their similarities were found to be rather limited. Faure, McAdams, and Nosulenko (1996) have also tried to bridge semantics with perception through a pairwise dissimilarity test and additional free verbal description of the perceptual differences and similarities. This study identified 22 semantic descriptors and associated them with perceptual dimensions and acoustic characteristics. The majority of the adjectives correlated to more than one perceptual dimension. Therefore, the value of musical timbre description by verbal means remained an open question.
Other studies have also addressed this issue from a different viewpoint. From a linguistics perspective, Samoylenko, McAdams, and Nosulenko (1996) found that verbal description of perceived timbral dissimilarities corresponded well with numerical dissimilarity ratings. Therefore, a relationship between timbre description and timbre dissimilarity was suggested, but as stated by the authors, a remaining question was whether this relationship held up at the level of timbre space dimensions. The subsequent work by Kendall et al. (1999) found only weak support for the relationships requested by Samoylenko et al. (1996) .
Furthermore, timbre semantics have recently been investigated through a neuroscientific approach that offered new insight into the question of meaning conveyed by timbre. Painter and Koelsch (2011) carried out two EEG experiments that demonstrated the ability of musical timbre to carry extramusical meaning. More specifically, it has been demonstrated that prior listening to a sound can significantly influence the meaningful processing of a subsequent word or sound. Alluri and Toiviainen (2010) have also identified three salient perceptual dimensions for polyphonic timbre, namely activity, brightness, and fullness. In a subsequent study, Alluri et al. (2012) investigated the neural underpinnings of timbral and other features of a naturalistic musical stimulus. The acoustic parameters representing the basic perceptual timbre dimensions were identified and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was utilized to localize parts of the brain that were responsible for processing each of these separate dimensions.
The above suggest that semantic description of musical timbre can provide significant information regarding perceptual representation of sound. However, this has not been adequately validated through comparison of pairwise dissimilarity rating and verbal description studies. In a previous interlanguage study between English and Greek speaking participants, we demonstrated robustness of musical timbre semantics for different languages (Zacharakis et al., 2014) . This work focused merely on iconic musical meaning (see Koelsch, 2011) ; that is, timbral descriptions associating sounds with qualities of objects or qualities of abstract concepts. The participants were asked to rate the timbre of 23 musical tones choosing from a pool of 30 provided adjectives according to the VAME methodology. These 30 semantic variables were analyzed through factor analysis, which identified three salient semantic dimensions for each language. As is usually the case with the interpretation of such factors, the labeling of these dimensions resulted from the effort to integrate the number of specific adjectives that were highly loaded on each factor into one single concept. The respective dimensions of the two different languages were characterized by common conceptual properties and similar sound positioning. Therefore the suggested labels were luminance, texture, and mass for both English and Greek. Luminance was adopted to unify concepts such as brilliance and depth, texture encapsulated the terms rough, harsh, rounded, warm, soft, and messy, and mass was used to represent concepts such as fullness, richness, lightness, and thickness.
The motivation behind the present study was to extend the work of Samoylenko et al. (1996) by investigating the relationship between semantics of musical timbre and its underlying perceptual dimensions. Since, our previous work investigated timbral semantics between two different linguistic groups, one additional point of interest would be to examine whether pairwise dissimilarity ratings of timbre are affected by the first language of the participants. To this end, similarly to our previous experimental set up, a pairwise dissimilarity listening test using the same sound stimulus set as in Zacharakis et al. (2014) was conducted to participants belonging to two separate linguistic populations, Greek and English. The data were subsequently analyzed through MDS analysis, resulting in two perceptual timbre spaces. This enabled the comparison of four timbre spaces, i.e., one semantic and one perceptual for each of the two linguistic groups. Unlike other related studies (e.g., Elliott, Hamilton, & Theunissen, 2012; Faure et al., 1996) the participants in our work were different for each of the four separate listening tests.
The major objectives of this work are: 1) to examine the influence of native language on timbre perception. A potentially strong relationship between the two perceptual spaces will indicate a minimal effect of language on dissimilarity ratings of timbre and vice versa. 2) to assess the value of musical timbre description (i.e., the extent to which semantics can account for what is actually being perceived as measured by dissimilarity ratings) by comparing the perceptual with the semantic spaces.
Method
The perceptual timbre spaces resulted from MDS analyses that were separately applied to the pairwise dissimilarity ratings of the two linguistic groups (33 Greek and 20 English speakers). The semantic spaces were the outcome of separate factor analyses applied to the data of the verbal attribute magnitude estimation (VAME) listening tests undertaken by 41 English and 41 Greek speakers (presented in Zacharakis et al., 2014) . In the pairwise dissimilarity listening test, participants were asked to compare all the pairs among the 24 sound stimuli using the free magnitude estimation method (Bensmaïa & Hollins, 2005; Cho, Kim, & Casali, 2002; DeCarlo & Cross, 1990; Green et al., 1996; Marks, 1980; Stevens, 1971; Yoshioka et al., 2007) . Therefore, they rated the perceptual distances of 300 pairs (same pairs included) by freely typing in a number of their choice to represent dissimilarity of each pair (i.e., an unbounded scale) with 0 indicating a same pair. The free magnitude estimation method was favored over bounded magnitude estimation as the latter introduces the following two issues during a rating procedure. Participants, not being in a position to anticipate upcoming dissimilarities, may never utilize the available range of the scale in case an even larger dissimilarity shows up later in the test. On the other hand, they may prematurely select the scale's maximum when their maximum rating should normally be appointed to an upcoming pair, thus clipping their intended response. Details on considerations for MDS data preparation are presented in subsequent paragraphs.
STIMULI AND APPARATUS
The VAME listening test consisted of 23 stimuli while one additional cello tone was included in the pairwise dissimilarity test. The 24 sounds within the initial set varied in fundamental frequency (range of three octaves). The following 15 instrument tones came from the McGill University Master Samples (MUMS) library (Opolko & Wapnick, 2006) : violin, sitar, trumpet, clarinet, piano, cello each at A3 (220 Hz), Les Paul Gibson guitar, baritone saxophone B flat each at A2 (110 Hz), double bass pizzicato at A1 (55 Hz), oboe at A4 (440 Hz), Gibson guitar, pipe organ, marimba, harpsichord each at G3 (196 Hz), and French horn at A#3 (233 Hz). A flute recording at A4 was also used along with a set of 8 synthesizer and electromechanical instrument sounds: Acid, Hammond, Moog, Rhodes piano each at A2, electric piano (rhodes), Wurlitzer, Farfisa each at A3, and Bowedpad at A4.
In contrast to the VAME test where the sounds varied in both duration (from 3 to 8 s) and pitch, these two variables needed to be equalized as much as possible for the pairwise dissimilarity test. To this end, only the first 1.3 s of each sound were retained with an exponential fade out applied to the last 113 ms (i.e., 5000 samples). Furthermore, the five sound samples at G3 and A#3 were all pitch shifted to A3 so that the whole sound set consisted of merely chroma class 'A' (ranging from A1 to A4). This mild modification has not affected the timbral quality of the sounds. This was highlighted by an extra pairwise dissimilarity listening test that was performed just on these five stimuli (marimba, harpsichord, pipe organ, French horn and Gibson guitar) and their pitch shifted versions. The MDS analysis presented in Appendix A showed that a 2D space is adequate to model the relationships within this stimulus set and that the original and pitch shifted versions of each stimulus occupied the same positions. Finally, Krumhansl and Iverson (1992) have stated that even though pitch and timbre are not perceived independently this does not imply that a comparison of timbres with different pitches is impossible. Marozeau, de Cheveigné, McAdams, and Winsberg (2003) and Marozeau and de Cheveigné (2007) have also shown that listeners were able to ignore pitch differences and focus merely on timbre for a range of up to at least 1.5 octave.
The sound samples were loudness equalized in an informal listening test within the research team. One sound from the stimulus set was initially picked up as a reference and was set at a convenient listening level. Then the rest of the stimuli were equalized in loudness according to this reference by the first author. The equalized set was in turn evaluated by the rest of the authors. The resulting RMS playback level was finally measured and found to be between 65 and 75 dB SPL (A-weighted, slow response) for all stimuli. All the participants found this level comfortable for all stimuli and reported that loudness was perceived as being constant across stimuli in a subsequent questionnaire-based evaluation.
The listening test was conducted under controlled conditions in acoustically isolated listening rooms. Sound stimuli were presented through the use of a laptop computer, with an M-Audio (Fast Track Pro USB) external audio interface, and a pair of Sennheiser HD60 ovation circumaural headphones.
PARTICIPANTS
Thirty-three native Greek speakers (age range ¼ 19-50, mean age ¼ 24, 19 female) and 20 native English speakers (age range ¼ 21-40, mean age ¼ 30, 6 female) participated in the listening test. None of the participants reported any hearing loss or absolute pitch and they had been practicing music for 13.2 (Greeks) and 16.1 (English) years on average, ranging from 6 to 25 (Greek) and 8 to 30 (English). The absence of absolute pitch from the group of our participants was a prerequisite as such a condition could affect the results due to pitch variation within the stimulus set. The Greek-speaking participants were students in the Department of Music Studies of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and the English-speaking participants were research students from the Centre for Digital Music at Queen Mary University of London.
PROCEDURE
Listeners became familiar with the timbral range of the experiment during an initial presentation of the stimulus set (random order). This was followed by a brief training stage where listeners rated five selected pairs of stimuli. For the main part of the experiment participants were allowed to listen to each pair of sounds as many times as needed prior to submitting their rating. The pairs were presented in random order and listeners were advised to base their ratings merely on timbral differences ignoring differences in pitch and to retain a consistent rating strategy throughout the experiment. Participants were prompted to take one break at the completion of the first third and a second one at the completion of the second third of the overall experiment. They were also offered the option to withdraw at any point. In total, the listening test sessions, including instructions and breaks, lasted around one hour for most of the participants.
NON-METRIC MDS
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a series of data analysis techniques that are used to transform distance matrices into N-dimensional spatial configurations of the objects under study. MDS originates from psychometrics and was developed to enable the interpretation of people's pairwise dissimilarity judgments over a set of perceptual objects (Kruskal, 1964a; Shepard, 1962a) . It is particularly popular in timbre perception research as the spatial representation of a group of sound objects enables the investigation of the underlying perceptual dimensions. Figure 1 shows the ratio of maximum-to-mean rating for all the participants in the two groups. The maximum ratio (appearing in the English group) is on the order of 3. This is not deemed an outlying value and therefore no participant was discarded at this point. In order to accurately profile each participant's contribution to the MDS solution we incorporated the weighted individual differences scaling (INDSCAL) algorithm. INDSCAL computes weights that represent the importance attributed to each perceptual dimension by each participant and then uses these weights to reconstruct an ''average'' perceptual space. However, since there was variation of the mean among participants, we have chosen to analyze the dissimilarities using a non-metric MDS approach (Kruskal, 1964b; Shepard, 1962b) as offered by the SPSS PROXSCAL (proximity scaling) algorithm (Meulman & Heiser, 2008) . PROXSCAL applies an ordinal (rank order) transformation to the raw dissimilarities within each participant responses. Additionally, the non-metric MDS approach has been proven robust to the presence of Unification of Musical Timbre 397 monotonic transformations or random error in the data (Shepard, 1966; Young, 1970) .
Analysis and Results
The main objective of this study was to examine the influence of language on musical timbre and identify potential relations between semantics and perception. The block diagram in Figure 2 presents the schema of our investigation, namely the two perceptual spaces (English and Greek MDS spaces), the two semantic spaces (English and Greek semantic spaces as identified through factor analysis in Zacharakis et al., 2014) , and their mutual relationships. These relationships are labeled as X r X r using the language initials (X ¼ G for Greek and X ¼ E for English) and a referral according to the nature of each space (r ¼ p for perceptual vs. r ¼ s for semantic). As shown in Figure 2 , both heterologous intralanguage (i.e., E p E s and G p G s ) and heterologous interlanguage (i.e., E p G s and G p E s ) relations are examined. This is because only after comparing the two cases can we reach a solid conclusion regarding the effect of language. This section is structured in three subsections. The first examines configurational similarity between the timbre spaces under study while the second investigates relationships at the dimension level. Finally, the third subsection looks at the acoustic correlates of the perceptual dimensions. Before proceeding to the main body of the analysis we examined the internal consistency of the responses within each linguistic group. Cronbach's alpha was .96 among Greek and .94 among English participants indicating high interparticipant reliability. This was also supported by the very similar weights attributed by each participant to each of the MDS dimensions as shown in Figure 3 . As weights signify the importance attributed to each dimension by each subject, their tight clustering across all three facets of dimensions implies that judgments were based on similar criteria among participants. Additionally, the concentration of weights in the center of each diagram indicates that all three perceptual dimensions are of equivalent importance.
In the main body of the analysis, the dissimilarity ratings within each linguistic group were analyzed through non-metric (ordinal) MDS with dimension weighting (INDSCAL within SPSS PROXSCAL algorithm). Table 1 shows two measures-of-fit (S-Stress 1 and D.A.F.
2 ) along with their improvement for each added dimension. The optimal dimensionality was deemed to be three as the improvement of the measures-of-fit from a 3D to a 4D space solution was minimal for both groups. All MDS solutions attained stress values lower than the expected values for random data (Spence, 1979) . Both measuresof-fit for the non-metric approach were better than those of the metric approach for the same dimensionality.
CONFIGURATIONAL SIMILARITY BETWEEN TIMBRE SPACES
In this section the relationships between the semantic and/or perceptual spaces were investigated in terms of their configurational similarity, wherein the examined sounds represented the objects of the configurations.
3
The configurational similarity reflects the similarity of the solid shapes defined by the swarms of objects within the spaces. Any global form of similarity between spaces should also take into account the orientation of the swarms relative to the axes and the scales of the spaces. An orthogonal Procrustes transformation (i.e., only allowing combinations of uniform scaling, translation and rotation) (Borg & Groenen, 2005; Schönemann & Carroll, 1970) was applied within each semantic-toperceptual comparison. 4 The semantic space configuration was always the one transformed so that it best fitted FIGURE 2. Investigation schema consisting of Greek and English semantic and perceptual spaces and their mutual relationships. The labeling is according to language and nature of the space (e.g., G s stands for Greek semantic, E p for English perceptual, etc.). The dotted line combining the semantic spaces signifies a relationship that was mainly examined in our previous work. FA and MDS denote semantic space configuration that are driven by Factor Analysis and Multidimensional Scaling, respectively. the perceptual space, which was unaltered in all cases. No transformation was applied to the perceptual spaces even for their direct comparison in order to preserve the perceptually meaningful configuration produced by the INDSCAL algorithm.
Subsequently, configurational similarity between spaces was judged by two indices computed from the distances between the objects; Tucker's congruence coefficient (Borg & Groenen, 2005; Tucker, 1951) and the m 2 statistic for Procrustes analysis (Gower, 1971 (Gower, , 1975 Gower & Dijksterhuis, 2004) . The m 2 resembles a measure of alienation 1-r 2 (where r is the correlation coefficient between the sequences of within-space distances of the two examined spaces) (Peres-Neto & Jackson, 2001 ). The exploitation of both indices was mandated by the fact that no single measure of configurational similarity is globally adequate to depict the relationship between two examined spaces (Borg & Groenen, 2005; Borg & Leutner, 1985) .
As a guideline, for the congruence coefficient, values larger than .92 are considered good/fair, and values larger than .95 practically show equality between configurations (Lorenzo-Seva & ten Berge, 2006) . Significance of the congruence coefficient between the two configurations was tested using a bootstrap analysis method (Monte Carlo estimate of its expected value under chance conditions) (Cutzu & Edelman, 1996; Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) . For the m 2 statistic, values < .75 (based on recommendations for r 2 > .25 as described in Ellis, 2010) signify a large effect size. Statistical significance is tested using an approach that employs a large number of random permutations of the original data and is suited to Procrustes analysis under the name of PROcrustean randomization TEST (x-axis) and 3rd (y-axis) dimension, þ: weights between 2nd (x-axis) and 3rd (y-axis) dimension. The tight clustering of all weights around the diagonal for both languages indicates that participants not only based their judgments on similar criteria but they also attributed equal importance to each of the perceptual dimensions regardless of language.
(PROTEST; Jackson, 1995; Legendre & Legendre, 1998; Peres-Neto, 2000; Peres-Neto & Jackson, 2001) . The statistical significance of r 2 (derived from m 2 ) has only been investigated in a small number of studies (Andrews & Inglehart, 1978; Borg & Leutner, 1985; Langeheine, 1982) , which showed that critical values for r 2 varied with dimensionality of configurations and with number of objects. Table 2 summarizes the values of the congruence coefficient and m 2 for the relationships of configurations between all examined spaces. The configurations of the English and Greek perceptual (MDS) spaces show a high degree of similarity (congruence coefficient ¼ .98, well above the statistical significance of p ¼ .05, and m 2 highly significant). The similarity between the semantic configurations of the two languages (G s E s ) is lower than the similarity of the perceptual spaces, but nevertheless remains fair (congruence coefficient ¼ .93, m 2 ¼ 0.41, both highly significant). In general, the homologous configurations between the two languages show the highest degree of similarity among all examined intralinguistic and interlinguistic relationships. All heterologous configurations also remain fair with minor differences between intralinguistic and interlinguistic relationships.
The strong configurational similarity that was quantified by the similarity metrics is also evident by visual inspection of Figure 4 . Detailed commenting on the dimensions of timbre spaces will follow in the next subsection.
RELATIONSHIPS AT THE DIMENSION LEVEL -SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION OF PERCEPTUAL DIMENSIONS
In this section we investigate one-to-one comparisons between semantic and perceptual dimensions. This serves the purpose of semantic interpretation of the unlabeled MDS dimensions. Orthogonal Procrustes transformations may introduce data transformations (e.g., rotation of configurations), which result in altered interpretation of semantic dimensions and are also inadmissible if applied to MDS solutions with dimension weighting. Thus, the investigation of relationships between spaces (and not merely configurations) was based on the original dimensions and unrotated data. Table 3 presents the Pearson correlation of dimensions between the perceptual (MDS) spaces of the two languages. As the strong one by one correlations suggest, there is not a mere configurational similarity (based on the congruence coefficient and the m 2 ) but an almost complete coincidence of the two perceptual spaces. Table 4 presents the Pearson correlation of dimensions between the semantic spaces of the two languages.
Such relations have also been reported in detail in a previous work (Zacharakis et al., 2014) where we investigated timbre semantics and their relationships between Greek and English. There appear statistically significant and strong intercorrelations between dimensions of the semantic spaces.
5 The strongest correlation is observed between the dimensions labeled as texture. The luminance dimensions are also strongly correlated, while the respective mass dimensions are only mildly related. However, there is a strong intercorrelation between the Greek luminance and English mass dimensions and a less strong effect between the Greek texture and English luminance. Although such findings support an inherent interlinguistic correspondence and a common understanding of specific notions in timbre semantics (Zacharakis et al., 2014) , they ultimately confirm just a fair configurational similarity between the two semantic spaces, in comparison to the strong similarity between perceptual spaces as demonstrated above. Table 5 presents the relationships between all heterologous (semantic vs. perceptual) pairs of spaces. The most prominent relationships among them are commented below. Greek luminance is related to the third Greek and English perceptual dimensions. Greek texture is mostly related to the first Greek and English perceptual dimensions, and, to a lesser degree, to all other perceptual dimensions. English luminance and texture also demonstrate similar relationships. However, the Greek mass presents no important association with any perceptual dimension, while the English mass is only correlated to the third Greek perceptual dimension. Thus, in general, the mass related semantic dimensions do not seem to have a clear (if any) perceptual counterpart. These findings regarding the strength of relationships between semantic and perceptual dimensions also confirm the just fair configurational similarities between heterologous timbre spaces that were reported in the previous subsection.
Multiple regression was subsequently performed in order to quantify the predictive potential of semantics upon perceptual dimensions, and thus provide a means for their ''semantic labeling.'' The modeling was intralanguage. That is, only combinations of same-language semantic and perceptual dimensions (GsGp and EsEp) were considered. The regression models with perceptual dimensions as dependent variables and semantic dimensions as predictors were constructed from subsets of predictors entering the regression equation at once (forced entry; Field, 2013) . To facilitate substantive regression modeling, for each prediction equation (i.e., perceptual dimension as the dependent variable) the selected model was constructed from that subset of predictors (among all possible subsets) according to a triple heuristic criterion: the model should maintain a corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc; Hurvich & Tsai 1989) value up to 20% above the minimum, an adjusted R 2 (Field, 2013; Rao & Wu, 2001 ) value down to 20% below the maximum, and should also contain those semantic dimensions that showed statistically significant correlations with the predicted perceptual dimension. Both the AICc and the adjusted R 2 metrics are based on optimization of regression accuracy and penalization of model complexity. Well-fitted models have lower AICc values but higher adjusted R 2 values. Tables 6 presents the results of the multiple regression analysis.
The accuracy of predictions is acceptable (criterion: adjusted R 2 values >.25, again supporting the above reported fair configurational similarities. The best results are obtained in the cases of the third Greek perceptual dimension (AICc ¼ -20.65 and adjusted R 2 ¼ .69) and the first English (AICc ¼ -13.73 and adjusted R 2 ¼ .58). The least accurate fit was observed for the second perceptual dimension in both languages.
The regression models are in agreement with the correlations between dimensions, in terms of regression coefficient values and statistical significance. Luminance is the best predictor for the third dimensions. The first perceptual dimension in English is adequately modeled by texture which also affects the second dimension, but to a lesser extent. Although in Greek the contribution of texture on the first perceptual dimension is much less pronounced (texture also contributes to the second and third Greek perceptual dimensions), we claim that the Greek first perceptual dimension may also reflect texture. Had the Greek data been the only available, it might not be acceptable to make such a claim. However, texture shows a clear association with the first English perceptual dimension, and the correlation between the first perceptual dimensions is very strong, r(22) ¼ .89, p < .01. Additionally, texture is the semantic dimension featuring the highest interlanguage agreement (see Table 4 ). Thus, within the spirit of a pursued unification, texture is proposed as the optimal interpretation of the first perceptual dimensions. Mass does not appear to be a valid predictor for any perceptual dimension. Consequently, the perceptual dimensions can be loosely attributed the following semantic labeling: first perceptual dimension-texture, third perceptual dimension-luminance. The second dimension in both languages cannot be clearly ''labeled'' as it only relates mildly to texture. Figure 4 shows the three 2D planes of the perceptual (MDS) spaces for both languages. The spatial configurations of the sounds could be commented under the prism of semantic-to-perceptual relationships. The texture related dimension (first) features the Moog and Acid synthesizers on the positive extreme (rough) and Bowedpad with flute on the negative extreme (smooth). At the same time the influence of F 0 on this dimension is evident as the higher F 0 s within the set are generally positioned on the negative end and F 0 generally decreases towards the positive end (with the exception of the double bass pizzicato). The luminance related dimension (third) features double bass and Rhodes piano on the positive extreme (dull) and Farfisa, pipe organ, harpsichord, and sitar on the negative extreme (brilliant). Nevertheless, the second perceptual dimension, which was not strongly related to any semantic identifier, appears to express the notions of ''percussiveness'' or ''transience'' since impulsive sounds (e.g., marimba, piano, etc.) mostly occupy the positive half-planes (along the second perceptual dimension) while continuant instruments mostly reside on the negative ones.
ACOUSTIC CORRELATES OF PERCEPTUAL DIMENSIONS
A large set of low-level features (see Table B1 , Appendix B) was extracted from the experimental sound set as an initial attempt to identify acoustic correlates for the perceptual dimensions obtained by MDS analysis. Identically to Zacharakis et al. (2014) , the selection of acoustic features was based on the existing literature (e.g., Peeters, 2004; Peeters, Giordano, Susini, Misdariis, & McAdams, 2011) , and they were calculated using the spectral modeling synthesis (SMS) MATLAB platform (Amatriain, Bonada, Loscos, & Serra, 2002) . The window length applied was 4,096 samples (f S ¼ 44.1kHz) with an overlapping factor of 87.5%, the zero padding factor was 2, and 50 harmonic partials were extracted for all sounds. A variation of some basic features was also extracted using the instantaneous specific loudness of the ERB bands as calculated by Moore's loudness model (Moore, Glasberg, & Thomas, 1997) instead of the amplitude of the harmonics or the FFT bins. Finally, the mean, median, standard deviation, range, skewness and kurtosis of each acoustic descriptor were additionally computed in an effort to capture elements of the time-variant behavior of the sounds.
High multicollinearity within our acoustic features set was addressed applying the same procedure as in Zacharakis et al. (2014) . The dimensionality of the feature set was reduced by means of principal components analysis (PCA) (see also Alluri & Toiviainen, 2010; Giordano, Rocchesso, & McAdams, 2010; Peeters et al., 2011) . The Spearman coefficient correlation matrix was initially inspected, and when strongly correlated feature pairs [(22) ! .80] were identified, one of them was discarded. 6 We then rank ordered the features and applied PCA to the reduced data set. Inspection of the anti-image correlation matrix 7 diagonal led to further removal of features whose individual KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) was less than .50 so as to achieve an acceptable overall KMO. The final solution consisted of 4 components (KMO ¼ .64, Bartlett's test of sphericity, p < .001) that explained 83.2% of the total variance. Table 7 shows the loadings of the features on the four components after orthogonal varimax rotation. The components are labeled based on the acoustic correlates that are highly loaded on each one. As shown in Table 7 and discussed below, the groupings of the acoustic features within principal components afford a qualitative perspective that is in close relevance with the existing literature. This organization of acoustic features facilitates a cohesive representation of the physical ground of timbre and its relationship to semantics and perception.
Features like the normalized harmonic spectral centroid (SC_norm), tristimulus 3 (T3) (Pollard & Jansson, 1982) , and SC_loud_cor (corrected version of the spectral centroid calculated from Moore's specific loudness in order to remove the influence of F 0 ; for an example, see Marozeau & de Cheveigné, 2007) all represent spectral structure (i.e., distribution of energy among harmonic partials) rather than spectral content (i.e., concentration of energy on frequency bands). Therefore, the first component is labeled: energy distribution of harmonic partials (EDHP). The second component is represented by both odd even ratio (OER) and inharmonicity and we call it spectral detail (SDT). The third component is related to two spectrotemporal variation (STV) characteristics such as noisiness, harmonic spectral Flux (Flux), and the standard deviation of the harmonic spectral centroid (SC_std). Finally, the fourth component is related to temporal characteristics such as the logarithm of the attack time (Log_At_time), temporal centroid (TC), and a spectrotemporal one (temporal variation of the first nine harmonics described by the Mean coefficient of variation, MCV, Kendall & Carterette, 1993b), thus we call it temporal/spectrotemporal (T/STV). The small differences between the loadings on principal components reported in this work compared to the ones in Zacharakis et al. (2014) come from the fact that the stimulus set in this case was enhanced with an additional cello tone.
Acoustical interpretation of perceptual dimensions. The relationships between acoustic components and perceptual dimensions were examined in the same way as the relationships between perceptual and semantic dimensions. Such an investigation may facilitate a subsequent interpretation and labeling of the perceptual dimensions in terms of acoustical signal properties.
Pearson's correlation coefficients among the principal acoustic components and the perceptual dimensions for each linguistic group were initially calculated. We have also included F 0 in the correlation analysis to examine its influence on the formulation of the spaces. Table 8 presents the obtained correlation coefficients.
All statistically significant correlations show medium (r > .30) and large effects (r > .50) (Ellis, 2010) . As expected by the high similarity between the Greek and English perceptual spaces the major acoustic correlates for each space are also almost similar.
The first perceptual dimension for both languages is strongly correlated to F 0 , r (22 Note: Loadings ! .7 are presented in bold and used for labeling the components. See Table B1 for the abbreviations. EDHP ¼ energy distribution of harmonic partials; SDT ¼ spectral detail; STV ¼ spectrotemporal variation; T/STV ¼ temporal/spectrotemporal variation).
6 The principles by which the rejection of multicollinear features was performed was to always prefer the mean statistic over the rest and to favor features that are commonly found in the literature over less common descriptors. 7 The anti-image correlation matrix contains measures of sampling adequacy for each variable along the diagonal and the negatives of the partial correlation on the off-diagonals.
English, and a strong and medium correlation with EDHP in Greek and English, respectively, r (22) Multiple regression analysis was again performed to examine the prediction of each perceptual dimension from the available acoustic components. The employed criteria for the construction of the regression models were the same as in the prediction of perceptual dimensions by semantic dimensions. The results of the analysis are given in Table 9 .
The accuracy of predictions is high (all adjusted R 2 > .53), which allows the interpretation and labeling of perceptual dimensions in terms of acoustic descriptors. The regression models are in good agreement with the correlations between perceptual dimensions and acoustic features. An additional statistically significant contribution of F 0 is detected for the third English perceptual dimension.
In total, the correlation and the multiple regression analyses show that the first perceptual dimension for both languages is predicted by a combination of F 0 and the energy distribution of harmonic partials (EDHP). However, the importance of these two predictors is reversed between Greek and English having F 0 as the prominent predictor in Greek and EDHP as the prominent predictor in English. The third dimension is also adequately modeled by EDHP and spectral detail (SDT), and to a lesser degree by F 0 . Finally, the second dimension is again influenced by EDHP combined with the temporal/spectrotemporal (T/SPV) acoustic component. STV had no predictive influence.
Discussion
The results of the previous section have shed some light on the relationship between semantics and perception of musical timbre and have also provided some insight into the potential influence of native language on timbre description and perception. Configurational similarity measures and measures of correlation between dimensions revealed that the Greek and English MDS spaces were almost identical, implying robustness of musical timbre perception across these two different linguistic populations. All the remaining relationships among perceptual and semantic spaces were found to be fair. This suggests that verbal descriptions -regardless of language -were capable of reflecting a substantial amount of perceptual relations among the musical timbres under study (accepting that perception of timbre is adequately represented through pairwise dissimilarity ratings).
However, as one could expect, the configurational similarity does not necessarily imply some form of overall similarity between two spaces. Rather, the overall similarity may also affect the degree of the configurational similarity. Therefore, complementary analyses that ultimately target the one-to-one relationships between dimensions rather than merely shape similarity is desirable.
In this spirit, subsequent investigation revealed that the observed configurational similarities were also accompanied by analogous relationships between the dimensions of semantic and perceptual spaces. Correlation and regression analyses have shown that the first MDS dimension could represent auditory texture while the third MDS dimension could represent auditory luminance. The second MDS dimension, however, was not adequately related with any of the semantic dimensions, as auditory mass failed to consistently correlate with any perceptual dimension. This may either imply that the second MDS dimension completely lacks a semantic ''charge'' or that its semantic interpretation should be sought among additional appropriate descriptors. This, in turn, suggests the potential expansion of our previous results (Zacharakis et al., 2014 ) so as to include semantic terms able to express such effects. At this point, it also has to be highlighted that mass carried the smallest amount of semantic information for both languages and was the least clearly understood semantic dimension between them (see Zacharakis et al., 2014) . Therefore, a further evaluation of its potency as a semantic dimension of musical timbre is mandated. The fit between semantic and perceptual dimensions was acceptable and an interpretational improvement was observed in comparison to previous studies (e.g., Kendall & Carterette, 1993a , 1993b Kendall et al., 1999) . Therefore, these results realize the prospects set by Samoylenko et al. (1996) regarding wider associations between semantics and perception of timbre. Furthermore, the fact that heterologous interlanguage relations both at configurational and dimensional levels were of very similar strength to the intralanguage ones further supports the notion that the process of capturing perception through semantic description is not seriously affected by language.
However, differences between the perceptual and semantic spaces do exist and could be explained by two possible scenarios that require further investigation. The first would be that timbre perception cannot be completely captured by mere semantic description as some perceived aspects of sound are impossible to describe. To this end, the probability that representation of timbre through sensory modalities such as sight or touch may be complementary to semantic description might be worth examining. The second possibility would be that the inclusion of additional semantic scales, upon which a rating is made (e.g., replacing mass with a descriptor of non-stationarity), may result in increased common information between semantics and perception. Apart from artistic applications (e.g., contributing to musical creativity and interaction), pursuing such research directions could also improve music appreciation for specific groups of listeners (e.g., hearing impaired individuals).
The results of our analysis extend our previous findings (Zacharakis et al., 2014) regarding acoustic correlates of timbral semantic dimensions, with the consideration of their effect on perceptual dimensions. The acoustic features correlate highly with perceptual dimensions and allow their accurate prediction. The energy distribution of harmonic partials (EDHP), which was generally present in most perceptual dimensions for both languages, seems to mostly affect the texture-related English perceptual dimension (first), and to a lesser extent the remaining ones. The picture is slightly different for the Greek data where the first MDS dimension is better predicted by F 0 than by EDHP. It appears that this could account for the small percentage of uncommon variance between the first perceptual dimensions. However, the effects are of similar order, which leaves small space for rigorous interpretation. The fact that EDHP (rather than F 0 ) was the acoustic descriptor that had been previously associated with texture (Zacharakis et al., 2014) might account for Greek texture appearing ''shifted'' towards the second MDS dimension in comparison to the English texture. The association of auditory texture with EDHP is also confirmed by the fact that both are similarly correlated with most of the MDS dimensions. Furthermore, we now have more evidence that auditory luminance (i.e., third MDS dimension) is related to SDT (i.e., OER and inharmonicity). The semantically ''unlabeled'' second perceptual dimension seems to be influenced by temporal and spectrotemporal acoustic characteristics. This could imply that the provided semantic descriptions have mainly been able to capture static/stationary phenomena (i.e., spectral content and detail) but were deprived of the potential to represent dynamic aspects of the sounds such as the attack time and temporal centroid. The summary of the identified relationships among perceptual dimensions, semantics and acoustic correlates is given in Figure 5 . Whereas these results agree with the existing literature regarding acoustic correlates of perceptual dimensions, there seems to be some discrepancy concerning the semantic interpretation. Most studies (Grey & Gordon, 1978; Iverson & Krumhansl, 1993; Kendall et al., 1999; Krimphoff, 1993; Krumhansl, 1989; Lakatos, 2000; McAdams et al., 1995; ) have identified the spectral centroid and some measure of impulsiveness (e.g., logarithm of the attack time) as the acoustic correlates of the first and second MDS dimensions, respectively. On the other hand, the third dimension of a typical 3D perceptual space appears more controversial, as some works have linked it to spectral variation (Kendall & Carterette, 1993b; Kendall et al., 1999; Krimphoff, McAdams, & Winsberg, 1994; McAdams, 1999) , while others link it to spectral fine structure (Krumhansl, 1989; Krimphoff, 1993b , McAdams, 1999 . Our findings do not contradict the literature in this respect. However, when it comes to semantics, the typically reported univocal relation between auditory brightness and spectral content was not so evident in our work. Rather, the energy distribution of the partials was mostly associated with texture, while luminance was related to both energy distribution of the partials and spectral detail.
Finally, an observation regarding the possible effect of different F 0 values to the listeners' judgments has to be made; participants were capable of providing meaningful judgments of timbral dissimilarity even within an F 0 range of three octaves. Although F 0 was correlated with the first MDS dimensions (supporting the findings of Marozeau et al., 2003, and de Cheveigné 2007) , F 0 variation was by no means dominating over the other perceptual dimensions as has been the case with previously reported results on simple synthetic stimuli (Miller & Carterette, 1975) . A possible explanation could be that the inherent timbral diversity stemming from complex musical timbres like the ones used in our investigation (combination of natural and synthetic instruments) prevailed over the effect of F 0 variation.
Conclusion
This study investigated the relationship of timbral semantics with timbre perception and the extent to which this relationship was influenced by native language. Two semantic timbre spaces obtained using verbal attribute magnitude estimation listening experiments were compared with two perceptual timbre spaces from pairwise dissimilarity rating experiments. All four timbre spaces concerned the same stimulus set and each type of experiment was performed by separate groups of English-and Greek-speaking participants. Additionally, acoustic features were employed to provide physical interpretation and labeling of the perceptual dimensions. Thus, the present work was an attempt to provide an interlinguistic unifying framework of musical timbre description in terms of semantic, perceptual, and acoustical consideration.
The main findings can be summarized as follows:
1) The strong similarity between the two perceptual spaces suggests that native language has no effect on timbre perception, at least for the two linguistic cultures tested. 2) The fair configurational similarity between semantic and perceptual spaces combined with some significant correlations between semantic and perceptual dimensions shows that verbal description of timbral qualities can indeed capture some aspects of the perceptual structure within a set of timbres. It also provides a partial basis for a ''semantic labeling'' of perceptual dimensions. 3) An interpretation of perceptual spaces by means of acoustic terms showed that the energy distribution of harmonic partials (EDHP) is the most prominent acoustic correlate. It is associated with all three perceptual dimensions for both languages. The first perceptual dimension receives the strongest association of EDHP and a major contribution of F 0. The third perceptual dimension is also affected by EDHP and F 0 together with spectral detail (SDT). Finally, the second perceptual dimension is adequately modeled by the combination of energy distribution of harmonic partials (EDHP) and temporal/spectrotemporal variation (T/STV).
The configurational similarity between the semantic and perceptual spaces, even though not very strong, indicates that the relationships between sounds within one space closely resemble the respective relationships in the other. This holds for both languages. The overall similarity (configurational and dimensional) between semantic and perceptual spaces allows for a hypothesis that there may exist a substantial latent influence of timbre semantics on pairwise dissimilarity judgments. That is, the perceived dissimilarity between a pair of different timbres might be influenced by combined evaluations over several latent semantic constructs such as auditory texture and luminance. This hypothesis could be further investigated by combining an MDS with a structural equation modeling (confirmatory factor analysis) approach.
An important implication of this result is that changes within one space may produce similar alterations to the other. The processing of a musical sound based on semantic terms would produce a predictable and similar shift of its location in the perceptual space. It would also affect the sound's perceived relationships with other timbral objects in a similar manner. As an application example, a collection of appropriate semantic scales linked with a specialized lexicon of signal processing operations could be used to drive certain types of perceived sound transformations. Unification of Musical Timbre 411
